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of cortical processing systems involved in the perception, pro-
cessing and analysis of the material being learned. In short,
each part of the brain most likely contributes di∑erently to per-
manent memory storage.

One of the most prominent intellectual activities depen-
dent on memory is language. While the neural basis of lan-
guage is not fully understood, scientists have learned much
about this feature of the brain from studies of patients who have
lost speech and language abilities due to stroke, and from behav-
ioral and functional neuroimaging studies of normal people.

A prominent and influential model, based on studies of
these patients, proposes that the underlying structure of speech
comprehension arises in Wernicke’s area, a portion of the left
hemisphere of the brain. This temporal lobe region is connected
with Broca’s area in the frontal lobe where a program for vocal
expression is created. This program is then transmitted to a
nearby area of the motor cortex that activates the mouth,
tongue and larynx.

This same model proposes that, when we read a word, the
information is transmitted from the primary visual cortex to the
angular gyrus where the message is somehow matched with the
sounds of the words when spoken. The auditory form of the

word is then processed for comprehension in Wernicke’s area
as if the word had been heard. Writing in response to an oral
instruction requires information to be passed along the same
pathways in the opposite direction—from the auditory cortex
to Wernicke’s area to the angular gyrus. This model accounts
for much of the data from patients, and is the most widely used
model for clinical diagnosis and prognosis. However, some
refinements to this model may be necessary due to both recent
studies with patients and functional neuroimaging studies in
normal people.

For example, using an imaging technique called positron
emission tomography (PET), scientists have demonstrated that
some reading tasks performed by normal people activated nei-
ther Wernicke’s area nor the angular gyrus. These results sug-
gest that there is a direct reading route that does not involve
speech sound recoding of the visual stimulus before the pro-
cessing of either meaning or speaking. Other studies with
patients also have indicated that it is likely that familiar words
need not be recoded into sound before they can be understood.

Although the understanding of how language is imple-
mented in the brain is far from complete, there are now several
techniques that may be used to gain important insights.
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SPEECH AND LANGUAGE.

Structures believed to be impor-

tant for various kinds of learning

and memory include the cere-

bral cortex, amygdala, hip-

pocampus, cerebellum and
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hemisphere (inset) are known to
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guage. The form and meaning of

an utterance is believed to arise
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Broca’s area, which is related to
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also important for language
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of cortical processing systems involved in the perception, pro-
cessing and analysis of the material being learned. In short,
each part of the brain most likely contributes di∑erently to per-
manent memory storage.

One of the most prominent intellectual activities depen-
dent on memory is language. While the neural basis of lan-
guage is not fully understood, scientists have learned much
about this feature of the brain from studies of patients who have
lost speech and language abilities due to stroke, and from behav-
ioral and functional neuroimaging studies of normal people.

A prominent and influential model, based on studies of
these patients, proposes that the underlying structure of speech
comprehension arises in Wernicke’s area, a portion of the left
hemisphere of the brain. This temporal lobe region is connected
with Broca’s area in the frontal lobe where a program for vocal
expression is created. This program is then transmitted to a
nearby area of the motor cortex that activates the mouth,
tongue and larynx.

This same model proposes that, when we read a word, the
information is transmitted from the primary visual cortex to the
angular gyrus where the message is somehow matched with the
sounds of the words when spoken. The auditory form of the

word is then processed for comprehension in Wernicke’s area
as if the word had been heard. Writing in response to an oral
instruction requires information to be passed along the same
pathways in the opposite direction—from the auditory cortex
to Wernicke’s area to the angular gyrus. This model accounts
for much of the data from patients, and is the most widely used
model for clinical diagnosis and prognosis. However, some
refinements to this model may be necessary due to both recent
studies with patients and functional neuroimaging studies in
normal people.

For example, using an imaging technique called positron
emission tomography (PET), scientists have demonstrated that
some reading tasks performed by normal people activated nei-
ther Wernicke’s area nor the angular gyrus. These results sug-
gest that there is a direct reading route that does not involve
speech sound recoding of the visual stimulus before the pro-
cessing of either meaning or speaking. Other studies with
patients also have indicated that it is likely that familiar words
need not be recoded into sound before they can be understood.

Although the understanding of how language is imple-
mented in the brain is far from complete, there are now several
techniques that may be used to gain important insights.
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of cortical processing systems involved in the perception, pro-
cessing and analysis of the material being learned. In short,
each part of the brain most likely contributes di∑erently to per-
manent memory storage.

One of the most prominent intellectual activities depen-
dent on memory is language. While the neural basis of lan-
guage is not fully understood, scientists have learned much
about this feature of the brain from studies of patients who have
lost speech and language abilities due to stroke, and from behav-
ioral and functional neuroimaging studies of normal people.

A prominent and influential model, based on studies of
these patients, proposes that the underlying structure of speech
comprehension arises in Wernicke’s area, a portion of the left
hemisphere of the brain. This temporal lobe region is connected
with Broca’s area in the frontal lobe where a program for vocal
expression is created. This program is then transmitted to a
nearby area of the motor cortex that activates the mouth,
tongue and larynx.

This same model proposes that, when we read a word, the
information is transmitted from the primary visual cortex to the
angular gyrus where the message is somehow matched with the
sounds of the words when spoken. The auditory form of the

word is then processed for comprehension in Wernicke’s area
as if the word had been heard. Writing in response to an oral
instruction requires information to be passed along the same
pathways in the opposite direction—from the auditory cortex
to Wernicke’s area to the angular gyrus. This model accounts
for much of the data from patients, and is the most widely used
model for clinical diagnosis and prognosis. However, some
refinements to this model may be necessary due to both recent
studies with patients and functional neuroimaging studies in
normal people.

For example, using an imaging technique called positron
emission tomography (PET), scientists have demonstrated that
some reading tasks performed by normal people activated nei-
ther Wernicke’s area nor the angular gyrus. These results sug-
gest that there is a direct reading route that does not involve
speech sound recoding of the visual stimulus before the pro-
cessing of either meaning or speaking. Other studies with
patients also have indicated that it is likely that familiar words
need not be recoded into sound before they can be understood.

Although the understanding of how language is imple-
mented in the brain is far from complete, there are now several
techniques that may be used to gain important insights.
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of cortical processing systems involved in the perception, pro-
cessing and analysis of the material being learned. In short,
each part of the brain most likely contributes di∑erently to per-
manent memory storage.

One of the most prominent intellectual activities depen-
dent on memory is language. While the neural basis of lan-
guage is not fully understood, scientists have learned much
about this feature of the brain from studies of patients who have
lost speech and language abilities due to stroke, and from behav-
ioral and functional neuroimaging studies of normal people.

A prominent and influential model, based on studies of
these patients, proposes that the underlying structure of speech
comprehension arises in Wernicke’s area, a portion of the left
hemisphere of the brain. This temporal lobe region is connected
with Broca’s area in the frontal lobe where a program for vocal
expression is created. This program is then transmitted to a
nearby area of the motor cortex that activates the mouth,
tongue and larynx.

This same model proposes that, when we read a word, the
information is transmitted from the primary visual cortex to the
angular gyrus where the message is somehow matched with the
sounds of the words when spoken. The auditory form of the

word is then processed for comprehension in Wernicke’s area
as if the word had been heard. Writing in response to an oral
instruction requires information to be passed along the same
pathways in the opposite direction—from the auditory cortex
to Wernicke’s area to the angular gyrus. This model accounts
for much of the data from patients, and is the most widely used
model for clinical diagnosis and prognosis. However, some
refinements to this model may be necessary due to both recent
studies with patients and functional neuroimaging studies in
normal people.

For example, using an imaging technique called positron
emission tomography (PET), scientists have demonstrated that
some reading tasks performed by normal people activated nei-
ther Wernicke’s area nor the angular gyrus. These results sug-
gest that there is a direct reading route that does not involve
speech sound recoding of the visual stimulus before the pro-
cessing of either meaning or speaking. Other studies with
patients also have indicated that it is likely that familiar words
need not be recoded into sound before they can be understood.

Although the understanding of how language is imple-
mented in the brain is far from complete, there are now several
techniques that may be used to gain important insights.
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of cortical processing systems involved in the perception, pro-
cessing and analysis of the material being learned. In short,
each part of the brain most likely contributes di∑erently to per-
manent memory storage.

One of the most prominent intellectual activities depen-
dent on memory is language. While the neural basis of lan-
guage is not fully understood, scientists have learned much
about this feature of the brain from studies of patients who have
lost speech and language abilities due to stroke, and from behav-
ioral and functional neuroimaging studies of normal people.

A prominent and influential model, based on studies of
these patients, proposes that the underlying structure of speech
comprehension arises in Wernicke’s area, a portion of the left
hemisphere of the brain. This temporal lobe region is connected
with Broca’s area in the frontal lobe where a program for vocal
expression is created. This program is then transmitted to a
nearby area of the motor cortex that activates the mouth,
tongue and larynx.

This same model proposes that, when we read a word, the
information is transmitted from the primary visual cortex to the
angular gyrus where the message is somehow matched with the
sounds of the words when spoken. The auditory form of the

word is then processed for comprehension in Wernicke’s area
as if the word had been heard. Writing in response to an oral
instruction requires information to be passed along the same
pathways in the opposite direction—from the auditory cortex
to Wernicke’s area to the angular gyrus. This model accounts
for much of the data from patients, and is the most widely used
model for clinical diagnosis and prognosis. However, some
refinements to this model may be necessary due to both recent
studies with patients and functional neuroimaging studies in
normal people.

For example, using an imaging technique called positron
emission tomography (PET), scientists have demonstrated that
some reading tasks performed by normal people activated nei-
ther Wernicke’s area nor the angular gyrus. These results sug-
gest that there is a direct reading route that does not involve
speech sound recoding of the visual stimulus before the pro-
cessing of either meaning or speaking. Other studies with
patients also have indicated that it is likely that familiar words
need not be recoded into sound before they can be understood.

Although the understanding of how language is imple-
mented in the brain is far from complete, there are now several
techniques that may be used to gain important insights.
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of cortical processing systems involved in the perception, pro-
cessing and analysis of the material being learned. In short,
each part of the brain most likely contributes di∑erently to per-
manent memory storage.

One of the most prominent intellectual activities depen-
dent on memory is language. While the neural basis of lan-
guage is not fully understood, scientists have learned much
about this feature of the brain from studies of patients who have
lost speech and language abilities due to stroke, and from behav-
ioral and functional neuroimaging studies of normal people.

A prominent and influential model, based on studies of
these patients, proposes that the underlying structure of speech
comprehension arises in Wernicke’s area, a portion of the left
hemisphere of the brain. This temporal lobe region is connected
with Broca’s area in the frontal lobe where a program for vocal
expression is created. This program is then transmitted to a
nearby area of the motor cortex that activates the mouth,
tongue and larynx.

This same model proposes that, when we read a word, the
information is transmitted from the primary visual cortex to the
angular gyrus where the message is somehow matched with the
sounds of the words when spoken. The auditory form of the

word is then processed for comprehension in Wernicke’s area
as if the word had been heard. Writing in response to an oral
instruction requires information to be passed along the same
pathways in the opposite direction—from the auditory cortex
to Wernicke’s area to the angular gyrus. This model accounts
for much of the data from patients, and is the most widely used
model for clinical diagnosis and prognosis. However, some
refinements to this model may be necessary due to both recent
studies with patients and functional neuroimaging studies in
normal people.

For example, using an imaging technique called positron
emission tomography (PET), scientists have demonstrated that
some reading tasks performed by normal people activated nei-
ther Wernicke’s area nor the angular gyrus. These results sug-
gest that there is a direct reading route that does not involve
speech sound recoding of the visual stimulus before the pro-
cessing of either meaning or speaking. Other studies with
patients also have indicated that it is likely that familiar words
need not be recoded into sound before they can be understood.

Although the understanding of how language is imple-
mented in the brain is far from complete, there are now several
techniques that may be used to gain important insights.
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Generalized seizures
Tonic-clonic seizures (Grand Mal): muscle rigidity 
followed by synchronous muscle jerks 

Myoclonic seizures: sudden muscle contractions
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Generalized seizures
Absence seizures (Petit Mal): Very frequent but brief  
(10-30 s) episodes of  loss of  consciousness  

Atonic seizures: sudden loss of  muscle tone 

Febrile seizures: fever-associated seizures in children 
(6 months - 5 years) 

Status epilepticus: seizure activity that persists for a 
long time
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Secondary generalization of partial seizures

For sufficiently strong focal activity - spread to 
neighboring regions of  the cortex 

Spread between hemispheres via Corpus Callosum 

Thalamocortical projections for spread to various 
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Action of antiepileptic drugs
Suppression of  neuronal discharge within the focus 

Suppression of  propagation of  seizure activity
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Suppression of sodium influx
These drugs suppress sodium influx through voltage-gated 
Na+ channels, reducing excitability 

Closed, open and inactivated states
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Figure 13-1  Duration and Frequency of the Action Potential is Limited by Properties Intrinsic to the 

Sodium Channel.  The voltage-sensitive Na+ channel exists in three different conformations during the 

course of an action potential. After opening transiently in response to membrane depolarization (2), the Na+ 

channel spontaneously inactivates (3). This closure of the channel decreases the strength of the Na+-mediated 

depolarization. Na+ channels recover from inactivation only when the membrane potential is restored to its 

resting level (V
r
). Membrane depolarization also has the effect of opening voltage-sensitive K+ channels, 

which hyperpolarize the cell. Under hyperpolarizing conditions, the Na+ channel adopts its resting (closed) 

conformation (1). During these refractory periods of Na+ channel inactivation and membrane hyperpolarization, 

the neuron is essentially insensitive to depolarizing signals (see also Fig. 9-8).
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Enhanced Na+ channel inactivation
1/17/10 8:09 PMHUBNET - SUNY Buffalo -- Goodman & Gilman's The Pharmacological Basis of Therapeutics - 11th Ed. (2006)

Page 1 of 2http://online.statref.com/Document/Document.aspx?password=suny%24hub&FxId=75&docId=152&SessionId=115AB00GSTRAIJPM

Figure 19-2. Antiseizure drug-enhanced Na+ channel inactivation. 

Some antiseizure drugs (shown in blue text) prolong the inactivation of the Na+ channels,
thereby reducing the ability of neurons to fire at high frequencies. Note that the inactivated
channel itself appears to remain open, but is blocked by the inactivation gate (I). A, activation
gate.
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Prolongation of Na+ channel 
inactivation

Quick recovery from inactivation in normal neurons 

Prolongation of  inactivated state by drugs 

Resultant suppression of  high frequency discharge  

Phenytoin, carbamazepine, valproate, lamotrigine
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Effect on neuronal excitability
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Suppression of Ca2+ influx
Voltage-gated Ca2+ channels, influx, excitability 

Voltage-gated T-type Ca2+ channels in absence 
seizures 

Inhibition of  voltage-gated T-type Ca2+ channels by 
drugs 

Resultant suppression of  high frequency discharge 

Valproate, ethosuximide
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Reduced Ca2+ current
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Figure 19-4. Antiseizure drug-induced reduction of current through T-type Ca2+

channels. 

Some antiseizure drugs (shown in blue text) reduce the flow of Ca2+ through T-type Ca2+

channels (see Chapter 12), thus reducing the pacemaker current that underlies the thalamic
rhythm in spikes and waves seen in generalized absence seizures.
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Potentiation of GABA action
GABA as an inhibitory neurotransmitter

n engl j med 348;21 www.nejm.org may 22, 2003

drug therapy

2119

thetics cause hyperpolarization and diminished
excitability of neurons by enhancing the activity of
background potassium channels.107,108

in vivo and in vitro neural networks
Elucidating the effects of inhaled anesthetics on
neural networks in vivo has proved technically dif-
ficult, in part because reliable electrophysiological

recording in animals often requires sedating them
with other anesthetic agents.109 Many in vitro stud-
ies have recorded electrical activity in brain or spinal
cord slices, which maintain local synaptic interac-
tions. Small cortical slices with intact local networks
demonstrate synchronized electrical rhythms that
can be slowed either by enhancing GABA-mediat-
ed transmission or by inhibiting glutamate-medi-
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Potentiation of GABA action
GABA as an inhibitory neurotransmitter 

Increased GABA action by binding directly to GABA 
receptors - benzodiazepines and barbiturates 

Increased GABA action by prolonging presence of  
GABA in the synapse -  tiagabine 

Increased GABA action by inhibiting the enzyme that 
degrades GABA - vigabatrin 
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Enhanced GABA synaptic transmission
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Objectives of the lecture on Abnormal Electric 
Activity and Antiepileptic Drugs are to understand: 

the role of  abnormal electric activity in generating epileptic 
phenomena  

the role of  ion channels and receptors in generating and 
spreading abnormal electric activity  

the role played by inhibitory neural circuits in preventing the 
spread of  abnormal neuronal activity  

various types of  seizures  

approaches to suppress abnormal electric activity and its 
spread through neural networks  

antiepileptic drugs and the mechanisms underlying their 
action 
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